
tyle your
Gram with ease



Torn & Feathered Paper

TO STYLE YOUR GRAM 



WHAT IS INCLUDED?

YOU WILL RECEIVE
5 transparent templates for post

5 transparent templates for story

10 transparent/overlay quotes

15 Text and Decorative stickers

Tutorial on how to use the templates



The templates are PNG images
with cut out sections or
transparent backgrounds. So, you
don’t require photoshop to use
them. Actually all you need is
either your smartphone or a
desktop.

The templates can be used in any
of the following Apps, Canva, Over,
PowerPoint or Instagram app. All
you need to do is layer with your
own photos and text.

Though, you cannot change the

WHAT ARE INSTAGRAM TEMPLATES?
main colour of the template
background, you can overlay it to
define your own style. Also, all the
cut-out sections can be
personalized and layered to reflect
your brand style

While a working knowledge of
Canva or PowerPoint is desirable, it
is not compulsory for using this
templates. However, if you want to
take the templates to a whole new
level of creativity, you can take a
Canva training online



1. WHAT WILL I RECEIVE?
You will receive a pdf file that
contains links to the files. You can
choose any of the PowerPoint,
Canva or Zipped files, so you can
choose your preferred option for
editing the templates

2. I DON’T LIKE The TEMPLATE
CAN I GET A REFUND ?

Unfortunately because this is a
digital good, we don’t accept
returns but you can mail us for your
concerns and we will look for a way
to resolve

Your questions answered
3. I WANT A DIFFERENT TEMPLATE, 
WHAT DO I DO?
Please send a message to us, we
normally deliver personalized
templates within 2 business day
after you complete the payment.

4. MY PERSONAL PERSON LIKES
THE TEMPLATE CAN I SHARE IT?
Unfortunately your purchase
doesn’t give you the right to share
this template wit others but it is
yours to use multiple times for as
long as you want



You will receive the Instagram Post
templates pictured below. So, you can
layer and edit it to reflect your brand
style. They are square templates and
measure 1080 x 1080 px
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Sample Instagram Post templates layered with pictures and text.
Please note that your pack will not include the photographs, text or
font



You will receive the Instagram Story templates pictured
below. So, you can layer and edit it to reflect your brand style.
They are rectangle templates and measure 1080 x 1920 px
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Sample Instagram 
Story templates 
layered with 
pictures and text. 
Please note that 
your pack will not  
include the 
photographs, text or 
font



You will receive the transparent quotes overlay 
pictured below.  Five unique quotes in black and white. So, 
you can layer on any template, picture or background. The 
quotes can only be resized. See sample below
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Sample transparent
quotes layered on
photographs and
background. Please
note that your pack
will not include the
photographs, font or
background



You will receive text stickers. Samples from your pack
are pictured below. So, you can layer on any template, picture
or background as stickers. You can also combine them with
other elements when layering
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NO RETURNS
Due to the digital nature of this Instagram pack, all sales
are final and no refunds can be given. Kindly read through
this Template Introduction pack properly before you
make your purchase.

The download links will be available immediately after you 
have completed your purchase.

Thank you for visiting my shop. Have a lovely day.


